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Goal/Benchmark 

►Based on the standard you chose, write the Modified Goal/Benchmark. 

• Putting initials like OT:, SSW:, etc. at the beginning helps to show this is your area. 

• You can copy the standard and paste it into the Modified Goal Description, and then edit 
as appropriate—you don’t have to do this but doing so shows the direct relationship to 
the Standard. 

• Personalize this for each individual student—don’t keep “The student will…” Replace 
the phrase The student with the child’s name (“Kim will use scissors…”) 

►Modified Goal Description—What you want the student to do (“Bob will fluently read 5th 
grade level material at”). 

• Start with a capital letter but no period at the end. 
►Performance Criteria—Whole number plus a unit of measurement (80% of the time, 60% 
accuracy, 90% mastery, etc.), and the assessment tool (e.g., “…as measured by analysis of 
work samples”). 

• Write this as one whole phrase (e.g., “100 wpm as measured by AIMSweb”). 

• No period at the end. 
► Length of Time—“by the end of the IEP year.”  

• No capital letter at the beginning but do place a period at the end.  
►When the IEP is printed, Illuminate combines the Modified Goal/Benchmark, Performance 
Criteria, and Length of Time into one, complete sentence. 

• Bob will fluently read 5th grade level material at 100 wpm as measured by AIMSweb by 
the end of the IEP year. 
 

 



Objective 
►Assessment of Progress—How often you’ll be assessing the student’s progress on the 
objective. (This may or may not be the same as how often you’ll be tracking data in the 
Progress Report.) 
►Baseline Value and Target Value Performance Criteria—whole number only with no unit of 
measurement (80). 
► Target Value Criteria—the unit of measurement (percent of the time, wpm, % accuracy, 

etc.). 
► Once you finish the objective, go back to the Goal Details and read the completed objective 

to ensure it makes sense and is grammatically correct. 
 

 
 

Note:  Even though you’re able to choose the evaluation procedure when making an Objective, you 
still need to cite it in the Goal/Benchmark. This is because when the State monitors an IEP, it 
monitors goals, not the objectives. If there’s no data source (i.e., evaluation procedure) listed for that 
goal, that’s a citation. Yes—this seems redundant. Better to be redundant than to have to do a whole 
bunch of amendments and write a corrective action plan! 


